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Abstract Protein attribute prediction from primary

sequences is an important task and how to extract dis-

criminative features is one of the most crucial aspects.

Because single-view feature cannot reflect all the infor-

mation of a protein, fusing multi-view features is consid-

ered as a promising route to improve prediction accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for protein

multi-view feature fusion: first, features from different

views are parallely combined to form complex feature

vectors; Then, we extend the classic principal component

analysis to the generalized principle component analysis

for further feature extraction from the parallely combined

complex features, which lie in a complex space. Finally,

the extracted features are used for prediction. Experimental

results on different benchmark datasets and machine

learning algorithms demonstrate that parallel strategy out-

performs the traditional serial approach and is particularly

helpful for extracting the core information buried among

multi-view feature sets. A web server for protein structural

class prediction based on the proposed method (COMSPA)

is freely available for academic use at: http://www.csbio.

sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/COMSPA/.
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Introduction

Much work has been conducted to improve the accuracy of

the protein attribute prediction from the primary sequence

(Gao et al. 2010; Mizianty and Kurgan 2011; Kurgan and

Disfani 2011; Smialowski et al. 2007a, b). From the per-

spective of pattern recognition, the corresponding task is a

typical classification/prediction problem. Achieving satis-

factory prediction accuracy when using multiple sets of

information could be a challenging task. In general, there

exists three popular schemes: (1) information level fusion

(Dasigi et al. 2001): the information from individual

information sets is fused together into a final decision to the

problem at hand; (2) feature level fusion (Ulug and

McCullough 1999): multiple feature sets are extracted from

the multiple information sets; then, the obtained multiple

feature sets are fused to perform a decision; (3) decision

level fusion (Kuncheva 2004): the individual decisions are

first made based on the different feature sets, and then they

are recombined to obtain the final decision. These different

fusion schemes have been exploited in many bioinformat-

ics researches. In this study, we mainly focus on the feature

level fusion. Our task is to investigate an efficient feature

fusion approach to obtain better prediction accuracies. We

do this by merging multiple views of protein sequence

including amino acid composition and position-specific

score matrix obtained by multiple sequence alignment.
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As far as the protein attribute prediction is concerned, in

the early stage, features extracted from the original amino

acid sequence itself, i.e., amino acid composition (AAC),

are widely used for inputting into a statistical learning

machine for predicting the protein attributes. Subsequently,

many variants have been presented to improve the quality

of AAC feature. One of the representative ones is called

pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) (Chou 2001)

that can reflect the sequence-order information besides the

amino acid composition, and has been broadly used. Other

frequently used sequential features are di- and tri-peptide

compositions (Smialowski et al. 2006, 2007b; Nanni and

Lumini 2008; Shen and Chou 2008).

Recently, features derived from position-specific scoring

matrix (PSSM), which contains evolutionary information

obtained from multiple sequence alignment, are popular

and they were shown to yield better prediction results when

compared with AAC and their variants (Jeong et al. 2011;

Pierleoni et al. 2011; Chen and Kurgan 2007; Yu et al.

2011). PsePSSM (Chou and Shen 2007), which encodes

both the evolutionary information and sequence-order

information of a protein, is a further variant and has been

demonstrated effective.

Multiple previous studies have shown that different

protein features have their own merits and shortcomings,

where single-view feature can not reflect all the properties

of a protein. For example, the AAC and PseAAC features

reflect the physical composition characteristics of a protein,

while PSSM and PsePSSM features describe the evolu-

tionary characteristics of a protein. As the two types of

features describe different aspects of a protein, an intuition

is that the two types of features may be complementary and

fusion of them may potentially improve the prediction

accuracy.

As to feature level fusion, the existing techniques can be

divided into three categories, i.e., feature-combination-

based, feature-selection-based, and feature-extraction-

based methods (Yang et al. 2003).

Feature-combination-based method is the most straight-

forward approach, by which different feature vectors are

combined to form a super vector, and then the combined

feature vector is used to perform classification/prediction.

For example, a 100-dimensional quasi-sequence-order

feature and a 21-dimensional physicochemical composition

feature were combined to form a 121-dimensional feature

for protein structural class prediction (Chen et al. 2008a);

Jeong et al. (2011) combined two 400-dimensional and

one 180-dimensional PSSM-based feature vectors and the

obtained 980-dimensional feature vector was then used

for protein function prediction; It is anticipated that the

combination of features should improve the prediction

accuracy if the features represent different discriminative

information. However, the combination of features will

simultaneously increase the information redundancy that

could, in turn, deteriorate the prediction accuracy (Kohavi

and John 1997). Previous studies have shown that directly

combining different features will sometimes, but not defi-

nitely lead to the improvement of prediction accuracy when

compared with a single view feature. For example,

Chen et al. (2008a) investigated 10 different features and

found that directly combining different features will, in

most cases, lead to an ‘‘intermediate’’ prediction accuracy,

i.e., the prediction accuracy of the combined feature lies

between the worst and best prediction accuracies of the

individual features. Jeong et al. (2011) also found that

directly integrating different features does not always

improve the results. Similar phenomenon was also observed

in our experimental results of this study (see experimental

results for details).

Importantly, from a conceptual point of view, this kind

of feature-combination-based method is not a real feature

fusion process. Feature fusion includes feature combination

but more than it (Yang et al. 2003). In fact, feature fusion

should be a process of reprocessing the combined features:

retaining the favorable discriminatory information and

reducing/eliminating unfavorable redundant or conflicting

information. We believe it is preferable to perform the

classification/prediction after the process of feature fusion

than after the process of simple feature combination.

In feature-selection-based method, multiple feature sets

are grouped together and then a suitable method facilitate

selection of subset of relevant attributes. The hypothesis for

the feature-selection-based method is that not all the fea-

ture components that can be calculated are informative.

Many feature-selection-based fusion methods have been

successfully applied in protein attribute prediction such as

disulfide connectivity prediction (Zhu et al. 2010), protein–

protein interaction prediction (Liu et al. 2009). Saeys et al.

(2007) have presented a good review of feature selection

techniques in bioinformatics.

Different from the feature selection methods that do not

change the features themselves, feature-extraction-based

approaches apply some mathematic transformations (e.g.,

principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminate

analysis (LDA), etc.) on the super-vector combined from

the multiple feature sets. Some reports have shown that

these feature-extraction-based algorithms can be success-

fully used to predict protein attributes (Dima and Thirumalai

2004).

It is easy to find that in feature level fusion, a common

step is to combine multi-view feature vectors into one

feature vector. The traditional method for combining

multiple feature vectors is to group different sets of fea-

ture vectors into one super vector (serial combination).

Recently, we proposed parallel combination strategy (Yang

et al. 2003), which parallely combines two sets of feature
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vectors by a complex vector for further feature extraction.

For the convenience of subsequent description, here we

define serial feature fusion and parallel feature fusion as

follows:

Serial feature fusion

Features from protein different views are serially combined

(refer to Eq. (15)) and then processed by appropriate fea-

ture extraction method.

Parallel feature fusion

Features from protein different views are parallely com-

bined (refer to Eq. (16)) and then processed by appropriate

feature extraction method.

Another important reason why we explore parallel fea-

ture fusion in bioinformatics problems is that parallel fea-

ture fusion is much more natural and convenient under

some specific computational biology scenario. Taking

disulfide bond prediction (Zhu et al. 2010) as an example,

the task is to determine whether a given cysteine–cysteine

pair is a disulfide bond. Obviously, we cannot make a

decision based on the single cysteine’s feature and have to

simultaneously utilize both features of the two cysteines.

As the features of the two cysteines are of the same size

and well matched, it is thus natural to combine them into a

complex vector, among which the real part and the imag-

inary part contain the corresponding feature components of

the two cysteines, respectively.

Our experimental results from different classification

algorithms on different benchmark datasets illustrate that

the proposed parallel feature fusion method, which repre-

sents different sources of protein features separately with

real and imaginary parts in the complex space, is helpful

for extracting more discriminative classification features,

and thus achieves better prediction success rates.

Materials

Benchmark datasets

Protein structural class datasets

Structural class knowledge of a specific protein provides

useful information for the protein function understanding

and plays important roles in the prediction of secondary

structure and tertiary structure. Levitt and Chothia (1976)

introduced the concept of protein structural class and

classified proteins into the four structural classes: (1) all-a,

(2) all-b, (3) a/b, and (4) a ? b. The all-a and all-b pro-

teins are essentially formed by a-helices and b-strands,

respectively. The a/b class represents those proteins with

both a-helices and b-strands that are largely interspersed in

forming mainly parallel b-sheets, while the a ? b class

represents those also with both a-helices and b-strands, but

they are largely segregated in forming mainly anti-parallel

b-sheets. In this study, four widely used benchmark protein

structural class datasets; namely, Z277 (Zhou 1998), Z498

(Zhou 1998), C204 (Chou 1999), and W1189 (Wang and

Yuan 2000), are taken to investigate the effectiveness of

the proposed method. Note that there are 277, 498, 204,

and 1,189 protein sequences in benchmark datasets Z277,

Z498, C204, and W1189, respectively, and each of the four

benchmark datasets contains all the four types of structural

classes.

Disulfide connectivity dataset

Disulfide bond is formed by the oxidation of the thiol

(–SH) groups between two cysteine residues in the same or

different protein polypeptide chains, which plays essential

role in folding, stability and maturation of many proteins

(Tsai et al. 2007). Owing to its important roles played on

the structure and function of proteins, many methods are

developed on the disulfide connectivity prediction, whose

tasks are to identify the correct pairing of bound cysteine

residues. In this study, the widely used dataset constructed

in (Fariselli and Casadio 2001) was adopted as the

benchmark. This dataset was prepared according to the

following: (1) the proteins were from the release of Swiss-

Prot database version 39 at www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot/; (2)

only protein sequences containing intra-chain disulfide

bonds that were experimentally verified were included,

whereas the interchain disulfide bonds were not considered

and discarded; (3) protein sequences containing at least 2

and at most 5 disulfide bonds were selected; (4) to avoid

the bias, a redundancy cutoff was operated to exclude the

sequences which have 30 % pairwise sequence identity to

any other in the dataset. Finally, there are 446 proteins and

1,371 disulfide bonds in the current dataset.

Extracting features from different views

PseAAC

Pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) proposed by

Chou (2001) encodes both the amino acid composition

information and the sequence-order information of amino

acids in a protein. In this paper, we encode each protein

into a ð20þ n � kÞ-dimensional feature vector, where the

first 20 components are the classical amino acid composi-

tion, while the remaining n � k components are scalar

quantities reflecting the sequence-order information of the

protein. n is the number of the amino acid physiochemical
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characteristics used, k is the rank of correlation along the

protein sequence. Six amino acid physiochemical charac-

teristics (n ¼ 6) are used in this study: (1) hydrophobicity

(H1), (2) hydrophilicity (H2), (3) side chain mass (S), (4)

pK of the a–COOH group (P1), (5) pK of the a–NH2 group

(P2), and (6) pI at 25 �C (I). Then, for a protein sequence

with L amino acid residues, its sequence-order information

can be reflected by a set of sequence order-correlated

factors defined as:

where k is the rank of correlation and k\L. H1
i;j is the

hydrophobicity correlation function given by

H1
i;j ¼ H1 Rið Þ � H1 Rj

� �
ð2Þ

where H1 Rið Þ is the hydrophobicity value of the ith residue

in the protein. Other five correlation functions, such as

H2
i;j,Si;j,P

1
i;j,P

2
i;j, and Ii;j are similarly defined as H1

i;j by

replacing H1 �ð Þ with corresponding amino acid physio-

chemical characteristic values. s1� s6 are called the 1-tier

correlation factors that reflect the sequence-order correla-

tions between all the most contiguous residues along a

protein chain through hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity,

side chain mass, pK of the a–COOH group, pK of the

a–NH3 ? group, and pI at 25 �C, respectively; s7� s12 are

the corresponding 2-tier correlation factors that reflect the

sequence-order correlation between all the second-most

contiguous residues; and so forth.

Let FAAC ¼ f1; f2; � � � ; f20ð ÞT be the classical 20-D amino

acid composition, in which fiði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; 20Þ are the

normalized occurrence frequencies of the 20 native amino

acids in the protein. Then, the PseAAC vector is the

weighted combination of FAAC and fsjg6k
j¼1 of Eq. (1) as

follows:

xk
PseAA ¼ x1; � � � ; x20; x20þ1; � � � ; xu; � � � ; x20þ6kð ÞT ð3Þ

where

xu ¼

fu
P20

i¼1 fi þ w
P6k

j¼1 sj

; 1� u� 20ð Þ

wsu�20
P20

i¼1 fi þ w
P6k

j¼1 sj

; 20þ 1� u� 20þ 6kð Þ

8
>>><

>>>:

ð4Þ

where w is the weight factor. In all the experiments on the

four protein structural class benchmark datasets, the weight

factor w is set to be 0.1. We also empirically tested and

found that when k = 15, better results were obtained on

Z277 (Zhou 1998), Z498 (Zhou 1998), C204 (Chou 1999).

However, because the k is the rank of correlation along a

protein sequence, which should be smaller than the length

of input protein sequence. When considering that the

minimal protein length in W1189 dataset is 10, thus the

maximal k is set to be 9 in this dataset. PseAAC features

were generated via the online calculator at http://www.

csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/PseAAC/.

PsePSSM

Position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) can partially

provide the evolutionary information of a protein sequence,

which is obtained from multiple sequence alignment. For a

protein sequence P with L amino acid residues, we obtain

its PSSM (L rows and 20 columns) by using the PSI-

BLAST (Schaffer 2001) to search the Swiss-Prot database

through three iterations with 0.001 as the E value cutoff for

multiple sequence alignment against the sequence of the

protein. The original PSSM matrix of a protein with

1� tier

s1¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
H1

i;iþ1; s2¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
H2

i;iþ1; s3¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
Si;iþ1;

s4¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
P1

i;iþ1; s5¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
P2

i;iþ1; s6¼
1

L� 1

XL�1

i¼1
Ii;iþ1;

��������

8
>><

>>:

2� tier

s7¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
H1

i;iþ2; s8¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
H2

i;iþ2; s9¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
Si;iþ2;

s10¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
P1

i;iþ2; s11¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
P2

i;iþ2; s12¼
1

L� 2

XL�2

i¼1
Ii;iþ2;

��������

� � �

k� tier

s6k�5¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
H1

i;iþk; s6k�4¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
H2

i;iþk; s6k�3¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
Si;iþk;

s6k�2¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
P1

i;iþv; s6k�1¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
P2

i;iþk; s6k¼
1

L� k

XL�k

i¼1
Ii;iþk

��������

9
>>=

>>;

ð1Þ
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L amino acid residues generated by PSI-BLAST is in the

form of:

Poriginal
pssm ¼

o1;1 o1;2 � � � o1;20

o2;1 o2;2 � � � o2;20

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

ok;1 ok;2 � � � ok;20

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

oL;1 oL;2 � � � oL;20

0

BBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCA

L�20

ð5Þ

where ok,j represents the score of the amino acid residue k

in the protein sequence being mutated to amino acid type j

during the evolution process. The positive score means that

the corresponding mutation occurs more frequently in the

alignment than expected by chance, while the negative

score one means just the opposite. Note that here we use

the numerical code 1, 2, � � �, 20 to represent the 20 native

amino acid types according to the alphabetical order of

their single character codes.

To facilitate the latter computation, the original PSSM

of a protein is further normalized row by row (Shen et al.

2007). Let uk and rk be the mean and standard deviation of

the 20 scores in row k of Poriginal
pssm , respectively, i.e.

uk ¼ 1

20

X20

t¼1
ok;t ð6Þ

rk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

20

X20

t¼1
ok;t � uk

� �2

r

ð7Þ

Then, the normalized PSSM is Ppssm¼ pk;j

� �
L�20

, where

the element pk;j in Ppssm is obtained as follows:

pk;j ¼
ok;j � uk

rk
ð8Þ

Let Ppssm be the normalized PSSM of a protein with L

amino acid residues.

Ppssm ¼

p1;1 p1;2 � � � p1;20

p2;1 p2;2 � � � p2;20

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

pk;1 pk;2 � � � pk;20

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

pL;1 pL;2 � � � pL;20

0

BBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCA

L�20

ð9Þ

Then, the PSSM composition is a 20-dimensional

feature vector as defined

FPSSM ¼ p1; p2; � � � ; p20ð ÞT ð10Þ

where

pj ¼
1

L

XL

t¼1

pt;j ð11Þ

In FPSSM , pj represents the average score of the amino

acid residues in a protein being mutated to amino acid type

j during the evolution process. Although the evolutionary

information of a protein can be partially reflected by FPSSM ,

all the sequence-order information during the evolution

process of the protein would be lost. To remedy the

defection of losing sequence-order information, sequence-

order information contained in PSSM is then extracted by

calculating the correlation factor of each column of a

PSSM as follows:

hg ¼ hg
1; h

g
2; � � � ; h

g
20

� �T ð12Þ

where hg
j ¼ 1

L�g

PL�g
t¼1 pt;j � ptþg;j

� �2
, 1� j� 20, 0� g�G,

G\L. g is the rank of correlation along the protein

sequence. The scalar quantity hg
j is the correlation factor by

coupling the g-most contiguous PSSM scores along the

protein sequence for the amino acid type j.

Then, the pseudo position-specific scoring matrix

(PsePSSM) feature vector is the combination of FPSSM

(refer to Eq. (10)) and hg (refer to Eq. (12)) as defined

xg
PsePSSM ¼

FPSSM

hg

� �
¼ p1; p2; � � � ; p20; h

g
1; h

g
2; � � � ; h

g
20

� �T

ð13Þ

According to Chou and Shen (2007), a protein can be

represented by a set of PsePSSM feature vectors, denoted

as fxg
PsePSSMg

G
g¼0. Note that xg

PsePSSM degenerates to FPSSM

when g (the rank of correlation along the protein

sequence) = 0. Of course, one can concatenate the G?1

PsePSSM feature vectors into one (20þ G � 40)-

dimensional feature vector. However, there exist two

disadvantages by doing so. First, the combined feature

vector will contain redundant information as each

PsePSSM encodes a FPSSM; second, the dimensionality of

the combined feature vector is very high. To avoid these

two disadvantages, in this study, a more compact PsePSSM

feature vector is defined as follows:

xG
PsePSSM ¼

FPSSM

h1

..

.

hG

0

BB@

1

CCA ð14Þ

Then, the dimensionality of the redefined PsePSSM

feature vector is 20þ G � 20. The next problem is how to

choose an appropriate value of G. Because there are no

theoretical justifications on determining the optimal value

of G, we thus calculated overall accuracy for 10 values of

G (1–10) using the benchmark datasets Z277 and W1189.

It was found that the optimal value of G varies on different

datasets. For example, the optimal value of G is 6 on

dataset Z277, while the optimal value of G is 8 on dataset

W1189. In fact, when 3 \ G \ 9, the prediction accuracy

slightly fluctuates and when G [ 9, the overall accuracy

tends to drop down on both datasets. To uniformly evaluate
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the performance of the proposed method on different

datasets G is set to be 6 in following experiments.

Methods

Parallel fusion of features from different views

Parallel combination

Let A and B be two feature spaces, e.g., PseAAC and

PsePSSM feature spaces in this study, defined on training

protein sample space X, the dimensionalities of A and B are

n and m, respectively. For a given protein sample c 2 X, its

corresponding feature vectors are x 2 A and y 2 B,

respectively. In traditional serial combination, we will

obtain a super vector of z by combining x and y as:

z ¼ x
y

� �
ð15Þ

Obviously, the dimensionality of the serially combined

feature vector is nþ m. As many previous studies have

revealed that directly using the serial combination feature

for classification/prediction is not satisfactory, whose

performance is even worse than that of the single x or y

in many cases (Chen et al. 2008a).

Rather than the serial combination method which com-

bines two feature vectors into a super vector, parallel

combination method combines two feature vectors to a

complex vector (Yang et al. 2003) as follows:

z ¼ xþ i � y ð16Þ

where i is the imaginary unit. Note that when the dimen-

sionalities of x and y are not equal, we fill the lower

dimensional vector with zeros until dimensionality of both

is equal. As an example, suppose that x ¼ x1; x2ð ÞT , and

y ¼ y1; y2; y3ð ÞT . Then, x is first turned into x1; x2; 0ð ÞT and

then combined with y. The resulting complex vector is

z ¼ x1 þ i � y1; x2 þ i � y2; 0þ i � y3ð ÞT .

Let us define the parallely combined feature space on X as

C ¼ fxþ i � yjx 2 A; y 2 Bg. Thus, C is an n-dimensional

complex vector space, where n ¼ max dim A; dim Bð Þ. The

inner product in the complex space is defined by

a; bð Þ ¼ aHb ð17Þ

where a; b 2 C, and H is the denotation of conjugate

transpose.

The complex vector space defined by the above inner

product is usually called unitary space. In unitary space, the

norm is defined as

zk k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zHz
p

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

j¼1
a2

j þ b2
j

� 	r

ð18Þ

where z ¼ a1 þ i � b1; � � � ; an þ i � bnð ÞT .

The unitary distance between two complex vectors z1

and z2 is defined by

z1 � z2k k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z1 � z2ð ÞH z1 � z2ð Þ

q
ð19Þ

Parallel fusion by generalized principle component

analysis (GPCA)

If samples are directly classified based on the serially

combined feature z ¼ x
y

� �
or the parallely combined

feature z ¼ xþ i � y, and the Euclidean distance is adopted

in the serially combined feature space while the unitary

distance is used in parallely combined feature space, they

will result in the same classification accuracy. However,

the combined feature vectors are always high dimensional

and contains much redundant information and some con-

flicting information which are unfavorable for classifica-

tion. Consequently, in general, we would rather perform

the classification/prediction after further feature extraction

process.

Principle component analysis (PCA) is a classical

approach for achieving this goal (Pearson 1901). However,

the classic PCA can only be performed in a real space and

is not suitable for a complex space. To circumvent this

problem, we have proposed the generalized principle

component analysis (GPCA) technique, which can perform

principal component analysis in a complex space (Yang

et al. 2003). Here, we briefly summarize GPCA as follows:

Suppose that the feature vector z lies in an unitary space,

L be the number of pattern classes, PðxiÞbe the prior

probability of pattern class i, �zi ¼ E zjxif g be the mean

feature vector of pattern class i, �z ¼ E zf g ¼
PL

i¼1 PðxiÞ � �zi be the mean vector of all the feature vec-

tors, the between-class scatter matrix, within-class scatter

matrix, and total-scatter matrix are, respectively, defined as

follows:

Sb ¼
XL

i¼1

PðxiÞ �zi � �zð Þ �zi � �zð ÞH ð20Þ

Sw ¼
XL

i¼1

PðxiÞE z� �zið Þ z� �zið ÞH jxi


 �
ð21Þ

St ¼ Sb þ Sw ¼ E z� �zð Þ z� �zð ÞH

 �

ð22Þ

where H is the denotation of conjugate transpose.

From Eqs. (20)–(22), it is obvious that Sw, Sb and St are

all semi-positive definite Hermite matrices, together with

the proved theorem that each eigenvalue of Hermite matrix

is a real number (Ding and Cai 1995), we have the
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following corollary: the eigenvalues of Sw, Sb and St in

unitary space are all nonnegative real numbers. Based on

the above corollary, the GPCA is thus can be described as

follows:

Let v1; � � � ; vn be the orthogonal eigenvectors of St,

k1; � � � ; kn be the associated eigenvalues, which satisfy.

k1� k2� � � � � kn.. By choosing the first m-maximal

eigenvectors as projection axes, a given feature vector z

can be projected to a m-dimensional vector f as follows:

f ¼ UHz where U ¼ v1; � � � ; vmð Þ: ð23Þ

Because the above process is conducted in the complex

space, we call it generalized principal component analysis

(GPCA). The dimensionality-reduced vector f , rather than

the original combined feature vector z, is then used for

classification/prediction. Note that the dimensionality-

reduced vector f also lies in a unitary space.

When the complex feature space degenerates to a real

space, the GPCA is in fact the classic PCA. In other words,

the GPCA suites both the real space and the complex

space, and the classic PCA is only a special case of the

GPCA. It is also worth noting that the parameter m in

GPCA, i.e., the dimensionality of the reduced feature

vector, will also affect the prediction accuracy, thus the

selection of parameter m will be further discussed in the

subsequent section.

Framework for protein attribute prediction

Workflow

The workflow of the proposed framework is illustrated in

Fig. 1. For a given protein, its features from two different

views are first extracted. Then, the two features are par-

allely combined and further processed by GPCA. Thirdly,

the dimensionality-reduced complex feature is classified by

a prediction model. Note that the prediction model also

needs to be generalized into a complex space, and we will

discuss this point in the following section.

Prediction model in a complex space

It has been widely acknowledged that the overall prediction

performance depends not only on the feature’s discrimi-

native ability but also on the classifier to be used. As we

focus on evaluating the discriminative abilities of serial and

parallel feature fusion methods, in this paper, we tested

the two fusion methods with 3 popular classifier models:

nearest neighbor (1NN) classifier, optimized evidence

theoretic K nearest neighbor (OET-KNN) classifier (Zouhal

and Denoeux 1998), and the Naive Bayesian classifier

(Domingos and Pazzani 1997). In general, any prediction

(classification) model in the real space can be extended to

the complex space. The major difference is the similarity

measure. For example, a commonly used similarity metric

is the Euclidian distance in the real space, while the unitary

distance should be used in the complex space. As for an

illustration, here we briefly introduce the OET-KNN model

in the complex space as follows:

the optimized evidence-theoretic K-nearest neighbor

prediction algorithm (OET-KNN) (Zouhal and Denoeux

1998) is to perform prediction based on the evidence the-

ory, which has been demonstrated successful in dealing

with biological problems. However, as the dimensionality-

reduced feature space is also a complex space in the pro-

posed method, as shown in Fig. 1, the OET-KNN cannot

be directly applied. Fortunately, as long as we appropri-

ately replace the Euclidean distance with the unitary dis-

tance, OET-KNN can then be applied to the complex

space. A critical step in OET-KNN classifier is to compute

the evidence of any pattern f i in the training dataset, i.e.,

the knowledge that pattern f i belongs to class xj is a piece

Fig. 1 Workflow of the proposed framework. Detailed description in the text
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of evidence which increase our belief that the tested pattern

f also belongs to class xj. This evidence is quantified by an

evidence function as follows:

E fjf i;xj

� �
¼ exp �Cx � d2ðf; f iÞ

� 
� d /i;xj

� �
ð24Þ

where dðf; f iÞ is the Euclidean distance between f and fi,

and for detailed information of other symbols, please refer

to (Zouhal and Denoeux 1998). Based on Eq. (24), we can

then compute this piece of evidence in the complex space

by replacing the original Euclidean distance with the

unitary distance as:

exp �Cx � d2ðf; f iÞ
� 

� d /i;xj

� �

) exp �Cx �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f � f ið ÞH f � f ið Þ

q� �2
" #

� d /i;xj

� �

ð25Þ

where

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f � f ið ÞH f � f ið Þ

q
is the unitary distance between

two complex vectors as defined in Eq. (19).

Experimental results and discussions

The independent dataset test, sub-sampling or K-fold cross-

validation test, and leave-one-out cross-validation test are

three often used methods for evaluating the effectiveness of

a predictor (Chou and Zhang 1995; Frishman 2010). These

methods have been extensively discussed (Smialowski

et al. 2010; Frishman 2010) and leave-one-out cross-vali-

dation test is considered as the most objective evaluation

method (Huang et al. 2011). Accordingly, the leave-one-

out test has been widely used by investigators to examine

the quality of various predictors (Esmaeili et al. 2010;

Hayat and Khan 2012; Mohammad Beigi et al. 2011; Chou

and Shen 2010). In this study, the leave-one-out cross-

validation test was also taken to evaluate the performance

of the proposed method.

Results on 4 structural classes datasets

Influences of the reduced dimensionality

As described in above section, a serially or parallely

combined feature vector will be firstly projected to a lower

m-dimensional feature vector by applying PCA or GPCA

(i.e., serial fusion or parallel fusion), and then the dimen-

sionality-reduced feature vector is used for prediction.

However, the optimal value of m is classifier-dependent.

How to choose the parameter m is still a theoretically

unresolved problem. In this section, the influences of the

reduced dimensionality of the fused feature on overall

prediction accuracy are empirically investigated on the

benchmark dataset W1189 with different classifiers. More

specifically, for each of the three chosen classifiers, we

vary m from 2 to 60 with a step size of 2 and plot the

overall prediction accuracy versus m. The performance

comparison of parallel and serial fusion with classifiers

1NN, OET-KNN, and naı̈ve Bayesian are shown in Figs. 2,

3 and 4, respectively. It is easy to find that the performance

of parallel fusion is consistently superior to that of serial

fusion from all the three tested classifiers on the benchmark

dataset W1189 except for few occasions.

Taking Fig. 2 as an example for detailed analysis, we

can find that the overall prediction accuracies are consis-

tently increasing when m varies from 2 to 16 for both

serially and parallely fused features when applying 1NN

classifier. When m is greater than 30, the prediction accu-

racy will not increase much but slightly fluctuate with the
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Fig. 2 Influences of the reduced dimensionality of the fused feature

on prediction accuracy on benchmark dataset W1189 with one nearest

neighbor (1NN) classifier
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Fig. 3 Influences of the reduced dimensionality of the fused feature

on prediction accuracy on benchmark dataset W1189 with optimized

evidence theoretic K nearest neighbor (OET-KNN) classifier
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increment of m for both serial and parallel fusions. The

prediction accuracy of parallel fusion is consistently high

than that of the serial fusion when m is greater than 24. In

addition, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the optimal value of

m for parallel fusion is 42, corresponding to an overall

accuracy of 70.33 %; while the optimal value for serial

fusion is 52, corresponding to an overall accuracy of

68.13 %. Thus, reporting the performance comparison with

a fixed value of m is unfair. Consequently, we would rather

report the averaged performance comparison. Specifically,

for 1NN classier, the averaged prediction accuracy for

parallel or serial fusion is obtained by varying m from 30 to

60 and averaging the corresponding prediction accuracies.

As aforementioned, the optimal value of m is classifier-

dependent. Together with the empirically results shown in

Figs. 3 and 4, we set the averaging intervals of m for

classifiers OET-KNN and naı̈ve Bayesian to be [30 60] and

[10 40], respectively.

Comparisons between serial and the proposed parallel

feature fusion

Figures 5, 6 and 7 intuitively illustrate the performance

comparison of the five features (PseAAC, PsePSSM, serial

combination of PseAAC and PsePSSM, serial fusion, and

parallel fusion) on the four benchmark datasets when

applying 1NN, OET-KNN, and naı̈ve Bayesian, respec-

tively. It is worth pointing out that only the performances

of serial fusion and parallel fusion are shown in Fig. 7. The

reason is that with Naive Bayesian classifier, the critical

step is to compute the inverse of the covariance matrix.

When the dimensionality of feature vector is high and the

number of samples is small, the covariance matrix is sin-

gular thus the inverse of the covariance matrix is especially

difficult to compute. In the presented benchmark datasets,

the number of protein samples is small and the dimen-

sionality of the PseAAC or PsePSSM feature vector is high

(serial combination of PseAAC and PsePSSM will further

increase the dimensionality), thus the naı̈ve Bayesian

cannot be applied. Fortunately, serial or parallel fusion can

significantly reduce the dimensionality of the combined

feature vector, while retaining its discriminative capability,

thus the naı̈ve Bayesian can be applied to compare these

two methods.

Table 1 lists the detailed performance comparison of

the five features on the four benchmark datasets with

OET-KNN classifier. From Table 1, together with Figs. 5,

6 and 7, we can draw the following conclusions:
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Fig. 4 Influences of the reduced dimensionality of the fused feature

on prediction accuracy on benchmark dataset W1189 with naive

Bayesian classifier
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Fig. 5 Overall prediction accuracy comparisons of the five features

on the four benchmark datasets with one nearest neighbor (1NN)

classifier
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Fig. 6 Overall prediction accuracy comparison of the five feature

groups across four datasets with optimized evidence theoretic

K nearest neighbor (OET-KNN) classifier. PseAAC and PsePSSM

stand for pseudo amino acid composition feature and pseudo position-

specific score matrix feature, respectively
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(A) Serial combination of different features will occa-

sionally, but not definitely lead to the improvement of pre-

diction accuracy. For example, the prediction accuracy of the

serially combined features lies between that of the individual

features (PseAAC and PsePSSM) on all the four benchmark

datasets (see Fig. 5) when 1NN is applied. The prediction

accuracy of the serially combined feature lies between that of

the individual features (PseAAC and PsePSSM) on all the four

benchmark datasets except for dataset Z498 (see Fig. 6) when

OET-KNN is applied. Taking the results on C204 with OET-

KNN classifier (see Table 1) as an example, the prediction

accuracies of the PseAAC and PsePSSM features are 83.82

and 93.14 %, respectively, while the prediction accuracy of

the serially combined feature is 92.65 %, which is obviously

inferior to that of PsePSSM feature.

(B) In most cases, performance of serial fusion is better

than that of serial combination. By observing Figs. 5, 6,

and Table 1, it is easy to find that performance of serial

fusion is superior to that of serial combination only except

on W1189 with 1NN classifier (see Fig. 5). Taking the

results on W1189 with OET-KNN classifier (see Table 1)

as an example, the prediction accuracies of the serial fusion

is 70.88 %, while the prediction accuracy of the serially

combined feature is 69.78 %, about 1 % improvement is

achieved; while a 2 % improvement is achieved on W1189

with naı̈ve Bayesian classifier (see Fig. 7).

(C) The overall performance of parallel fusion is better

than that of serial fusion. On all the four benchmark

datasets and three adopted classifiers, the overall prediction

accuracies of parallel fusion is consistently higher than that

of serial fusion. Taking the results on W1189 with OET-

KNN (see Table 1) as an example, the parallel fusion

achieves an overall accuracy of 72.53 %, which is about

1.65 % higher than that of serial fusion. The reason why

parallel fusion outperforms serial fusion can be explained

as follows: in serial fusion, the dimensionality of serial

combined feature space equals to the sum of the dimensi-

onalities of individual feature spaces; while in parallel

fusion, the dimensionality of parallel combined feature

space equals to the max of the dimensionalities of indi-

vidual feature spaces. When the training samples are lim-

ited, accurately estimating the scatter matrix in a high

dimensional feature space is more difficult than in a low

one. This could be the main reason that why parallel fusion

is superior to serial fusion in the presented experiments.

Performance comparison with existing predictors

Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the performance comparison of

the proposed method (with OET-KNN classifier) with the most

recently reported protein structural class prediction methods. It

is found that the proposed method achieves satisfactory pre-

diction accuracy on all the four benchmark datasets.
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Fig. 7 Overall prediction accuracy comparison of the serial fusion

and the parallel fusion on the four benchmark datasets with Naive

Bayesian classifier

Table 1 Performance of comparison of the five features across the

four benchmark datasets with optimized evidence theoretic K nearest

neighbor (OET-KNN) classifier

Dataset Feature Prediction accuracy (%)

All-a All-b a/b a ? b Overall

Z277 PseAAC 79.45 87.30 87.65 80.00 83.75

PsePSSM 80.24 84.84 91.02 88.46 85.92

Serial

combination

83.78 84.61 88.61 84.75 85.56

Serial fusion 85.93 85.94 90.24 83.33 86.64

Parallel fusion 86.11 87.30 91.25 82.26 87.00

Z498 PseAAC 96.91 92.48 91.67 93.55 93.37

PsePSSM 88.03 94.53 97.71 95.08 93.98

Serial

combination

93.52 96.80 95.56 92.31 94.58

Serial fusion 93.46 95.35 96.99 93.02 94.78

Parallel fusion 95.23 97.60 98.47 90.51 95.38

C204 PseAAC 95.92 93.10 72.92 71.43 83.82

PsePSSM 98.00 96.83 89.13 86.67 93.14

Serial

combination

100.00 96.67 89.36 83.33 92.65

Serial fusion 100.00 98.36 85.71 88.88 93.63

Parallel fusion 100.00 98.39 87.50 91.11 94.61

W1189 PseAAC 56.08 59.71 58.93 33.00 56.14

PsePSSM 70.33 75.16 75.43 52.81 70.51

Serial

combination

70.59 76.99 72.36 50.28 69.78

Serial fusion 73.55 76.62 72.58 51.83 70.88

Parallel fusion 73.25 77.26 76.34 54.91 72.53

PseAAC and PsePSSM stand for pseudo amino acid composition

feature and pseudo position-specific score matrix feature, respectively.

All values were calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation

The highest overall accuracy is highlighted in bold
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Table 2 lists the performance comparison of different

methods on the benchmark dataset Z277. The proposed

method achieves the second-best prediction performance

among the listed methods with an overall accuracy of

87.0 %, which is only 0.7 % lower than the first-best one

(SVM fusion (Chen et al. 2006b)) and is 1.1 % better than

the third-best one [CWT-PCA-SVM (Li et al. 2009)]. On

the benchmark datasets Z498 and C204, the proposed

method achieves the second-best and the best performances

with an overall accuracy of 95.38 and 94.61 %, respec-

tively, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. Taking the results listed

in Table 4 as an example, the proposed method achieves

the best prediction performance with an overall accuracy of

94.61 %, which is 3.41 % better than the second-best

method NN-CDM (Liu et al. 2010b). Table 5 lists the

performance comparison on the W1189 dataset. It is found

that the proposed method achieves the fourth best predic-

tion performance with an overall accuracy of 72.53 %. By

careful analysis, we found that the highest three

performers, i.e., SCPRED (Kurgan et al. 2008), MODAS

(Mizianty and Kurgan 2009), and RKS-PPSC (Yang et al.

2010), all used the predicted secondary structure informa-

tion into their protein structural prediction procedures.

Because the residue secondary structure is directly related

with the structural classification task, they thus achieved

high performance. When compared with other predictors

based only on the sequential features, the proposed method

still performs the best (72.53 %) and is 1.83 % better than

the second-best performer among all the listed methods

that do not utilize sequence-derived structural information.

Results on disulfide connectivity dataset: an example

of parallely fusing more than 2 different features

Disulfide bonds, formed by the cysteine pairs, play

important roles in stabilizing the protein structures by

forming long-range constraints (Fariselli and Casadio

2001). Correctly predicting the disulfide bonds from the

Table 2 Performance comparison of different methods on the Z277 dataset

Method Prediction accuracy (%)

All-a All-b a/b a ? b Overall

Component coupled (Zhou 1998) 84.3 82.0 81.5 67.7 79.1

Rough sets (Cao et al. 2006) 77.1 77.0 93.8 66.2 79.4

Information-theoretical approach (Zheng et al. 2010) 87.1 80.3 93.8 67.7 83.0

LogitBoost (Feng et al. 2005) 81.4 88.5 92.6 72.3 84.1

IGA-SVM (Li et al. 2008) 84.3 88.5 92.6 70.7 84.5

NN-CDM (Liu et al. 2010b) 80.0 86.4 91.6 81.8 85.2

CWT-PCA-SVM (Li et al. 2009) 85.7 90.2 87.7 80.1 85.9

SVM fusion (Chen et al. 2006b) 85.7 90.2 93.8 80.0 87.7

COMSPA of this paper 86.11 87.30 91.25 82.26 87.00

The results of COMSPA were calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation

The highest overall accuracy is highlighted in bold

Table 3 Performance comparison of different methods on the Z498 dataset

Method Prediction accuracy (%)

All-a All-b a/b a ? b Overall

Component coupled (Zhou 1998) 93.5 88.9 90.4 84.5 89.2

Rough sets (Cao et al. 2006) 87.9 91.3 97.1 86.0 90.8

SVM fusion (Chen et al. 2006b) 99.1 96.0 80.9 91.5 91.4

Information-theoretical approach (Zheng et al. 2010) 95.3 93.7 97.8 88.3 93.8

NN-CDM (Liu et al. 2010b) 96.3 93.7 95.6 89.9 93.8

IGA-SVM (Li et al. 2008) 96.3 93.6 97.8 89.2 94.2

LogitBoost (Feng et al. 2005) 92.6 96.0 97.1 93.0 94.8

CWT-PCA-SVM (Li et al. 2009) 94.4 96.8 97.0 92.3 95.2

MODAS (Mizianty and Kurgan 2009) 96.7 97.5 95.6 97.1 96.8

COMSPA of this paper 95.23 97.60 98.47 90.51 95.38

The results of COMSPA were calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation

The highest overall accuracy is highlighted in bold
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amino acid sequences is considered one of the important

tasks in the ab initio protein structure modeling. The usual

steps for prediction of disulfide bridges from the primary

sequences are encoding the cysteine residues with

sequential features, then combining the two feature vectors

of the two considered cysteines, and finally inputting the

combined feature vector to a machine learning model for

predictions. All the reported methods adopted the serial

combination strategy for the two feature vectors of the two

cysteines, e.g., simply concatenating one after the other.

However, not all the features that can be calculated are

useful for the prediction. For example, selecting features

which are used by the machine learning algorithm was

demonstrated to be helpful in improving the performance

(Zhu et al. 2010). It is also important to remember that

improper evaluation of feature selection leads to overfitting

(Smialowski et al. 2010). When considering the equal roles

of the two vectors of two considered cysteines, we thus

compared the performances of serial and parallel feature

fusion approaches in disulfide bridge predictions.

We take the dataset constructed in Fariselli and Casadio

(2001) for a benchmark testing, which consists of 446

proteins and 1,371 disulfide bonds. Three different local

features are used to encode the cysteine residues, i.e.,

predicted secondary structure of the residues (SS) by

PSIPRED (Jones 1999), PSI-BLAST-determined evolu-

tionary information encoded with position-specific scoring

matrix (PSSM), and cysteine separation distance. The SS

feature is the probabilities of residues being the structural

states of helix, strand, and coil. We use a window of length

13 to encode the local SS and PSSM information, which is

centered on the cysteine. Then we can get a vector of

13 9 (20 ? 3) = 299 components for each cysteine. The

cysteine separation distance is calculated as the number of

residues between the two considered cysteines along the

sequence, which is 1 component. Thus, in the serial

Table 4 Performance comparison of different methods on the C204 dataset

Method Prediction accuracy (%)

All-a All-b a/b a ? b Overall

Supervised fuzzy clustering (Shen et al. 2005) 73.1 90.2 62.2 63.1 73.5

LogitBoost (Cai et al. 2006) 90.4 88.5 80.0 73.9 83.8

Augmented covariant discriminant algorithm (Xiao et al. 2006) 82.7 90.2 100.0 87.0 89.7

SVM (Chen et al. 2006a) 88.5 96.7 77.8 73.9 85.3

WSVM (Qiu et al. 2009) 86.5 82.0 91.1 91.3 87.3

Multi-features fusion (Chen et al. 2008a) 92.3 93.4 95.6 78.3 90.2

Binary-tree SVM (Zhang and Ding 2007) 90.4 100.0 97.8 73.9 91.2

NN-CDM (Liu et al. 2010b) 88.5 100.0 97.8 76.1 91.2

COMSPA of this paper 100.00 98.39 87.50 91.11 94.61

The results of COMSPA were calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation

The highest overall accuracy is highlighted in bold

Table 5 Performance comparison of different methods on the W1189 dataset

Method Prediction accuracy (%)

All-a All-b a/b a ? b Overall

Logistic regression (Kurgan and Homaeian 2006) 57.0 62.9 64.7 25.3 53.9

FKNN classifier (Zhang et al. 2008) 48.9 59.5 81.7 26.6 56.9

WSVM (Qiu et al. 2009) – – – – 59.2

Specific tri-peptides (Costantini and Facchiano 2009) – – – – 59.9

SVM (Chen et al. 2008b) 75.8 75.2 82.6 31.8 67.6

AADP-PSSM (Liu et al. 2010a) 69.1 83.7 85.6 35.7 70.7

SCPRED (Kurgan et al. 2008) 89.1 86.7 89.6 53.8 80.6

RKS-PPSC (Yang et al. 2010) 89.2 86.7 82.6 65.6 81.3

MODAS (Mizianty and Kurgan 2009) 92.3 87.1 87.9 65.4 83.5

COMSPA of this paper 73.25 77.26 76.34 54.91 72.53

The results of COMSPA were calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation

The highest overall accuracy is highlighted in bold
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combination case, we represent a cysteine–cysteine pair

with a 599-dimensional vector; while in the parallel com-

bination case, we will have a 300-dimensional complex

vector. The feature vector is firstly projected to a lower

dimensional feature vector by applying PCA or GPCA,

respectively, on the two serial and parallel cases, and then

the dimensionality-reduced feature vector is inputted to the

OET-KNN predictor. Two widely used criteria Qc and QP

are used to evaluate the performances, where Qc is the

percent of disulfide bonds which are correctly predicted,

and the QP is the percent of proteins whose disulfide

connectivity patterns are all correctly predicted in the

dataset. Figure 8 illustrates that the prediction accuracies

evaluated by QC and QP for parallel fusion are better than

those from serial fusion. Taking QP as an example, we can

achieve the best performer of QP of 76.1 % at the reduced

dimension of 80 for parallel fusion. These results demon-

strate that parallel fusion of features of two cysteines is

promising for enhancing the performance of disulfide

bonds predictions.

Discussions and conclusions

In this study, we have developed a framework, in which

parallel feature fusion is used for protein attribute predic-

tion. Features from different views are first parallely

combined to form a complex feature space, and then the

generalized principal component analysis is applied in the

obtained complex feature space to perform further feature

extraction. The better performance of parallel feature

fusion is derived from the merit that the dimensionality of

the parallely combined feature space will not increase as

that of the serially combined feature space, and thus the

scatter matrix of training samples can be more accurately

estimated. Experimental results of protein structural class

predictions on four benchmark datasets and disulfide con-

nectivity predictions all show that the proposed framework

outperforms the traditional serial feature fusion. The pro-

posed method enriches the content of protein attribute

prediction and is flexible to suit for other problems in

bioinformatics.

In the presented study, we first perform parallel feature

fusion for two different sequential features that have

already yielded promising results. When the number of

features is more than two, a two-stage solution can be

applied: dividing futures into two groups and features in

each group are serially combined; the two serially com-

bined features are then parallely combined and further

processed by GPCA. The experiments on disulfide con-

nectivity predictions have given such an example. All these

results demonstrate that the proposed parallel fusion

approaches are flexible for dealing with different real-

world applications.

It is worth pointing out that in some cases, the feature

level fusion and the decision level fusion are not totally

independent of each other. They can be switched to each

other. For example, instead of feature fusion, we can train

single classifier on each type of feature, and then perform

the decision fusion. Similarly, the decision fusion can thus

be changed to a feature fusion. The performances of the

two strategies are dependent on detailed applications.

Although this is true, feature level fusion is necessary in

analyzing many biological problems; especially, when

considering the interactions between two biological com-

ponents or molecules. For example, in the disulfide con-

nectivity predictions, we have to consider the features from

two cysteines, where a proper feature fusion strategy is

important. Take ab initio protein structure prediction as

another example, the bottleneck problem is correctly pre-

dicting the residue–residue interactions from primary

sequence. Even the most accurate state-of-the-art contact

prediction algorithms can only give *20–30 % accuracy,

which significantly limit the structure resolution thus

modeled (Wu et al. 2011; Zhang 2009). Other examples

include protein–protein interaction predictions, membrane

protein transmembrane helix–helix interactions, and etc. In

considering of these, the parallel feature fusion algorithms

proposed in this study will play important roles for

improving two components contact prediction accuracies.

In fact, an automated prediction system’s performance

will be affected by many factors including the feature

organization discussed in this paper. Other factors include

classification algorithms and even the dataset itself. This

study mainly focuses on investigating the difference

between serial and parallel feature fusion methods, and the

possibility of applying parallel feature fusion method to
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bioinformatics problems. Currently, we have demonstrated

the proposed parallel feature fusion method with several

simple but popular classifiers such as nearest neighbor and

Bayesian-based algorithm. The effectiveness of the pro-

posed parallel feature fusion method for more sophisticated

classifiers, such as SVM need to be further studied. We

plan to investigate this point in near future.

A web server for protein structural class prediction

based on the proposed method, called COMSPA (abbre-

viation of the first three characters of complex and space),

has been implemented by Java Server Pages (JSP) pro-

gramming language and is freely available at: http://www.

csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/COMSPA/ for academic use.
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